Merge1 Suite
Capture everything.

The Merge1 Suite supports the largest capture coverage in the industry,
enabling organizations to ingest data from 80+ applications and channels
including financial messaging platforms, collaboration, file sharing, social
media, mobile chat applications, and cloud-based content.

Seamlessly Integrates into Enterprise Vault and
eDiscovery Platform
Archive Agnostic: Compatible with any archive, including Microsoft 365.
Fully Customizable: Can be customized to support any content, including
proprietary content sources.
On-Prem Or Cloud: Run Merge1 on-premises or in our dedicated
private cloud.
Designed for Simplicity: No training required. Small footprint. Runs on
existing infrastructure. Quick setup.

Add Merge1 to your Existing Email to:
Archive: Retain all conversations taking place by your workforce,
over any medium.
Comply: With message archiving regulations.
Enhance: eDiscovery and legal preparedness.

Archive the Business Conversations Taking Place Across
All Your Platforms
As more and more business communications take place over new digital
mediums such as social media, and financial IM, capturing these
communications has become essential for:
• Compliance with industry regulations, including financial services
and pharmaceuticals.
• Support of eDiscovery efforts for legal cases and investigations.
• Retention of communications for corporate governance and
other mandates.

“Merge1 is truly a pioneer product in
the compliance space. It’s an easy to
set up solution for our many complex
problems. The support team is top
notch as well.”
Bo He,
Vice President, KKR

Avoid Monthly Fees and Migration Burdens

Helps Comply with Major Regulatory Bodies

Merge1—the only archive messaging app endorsed by
both Microsoft and Veritas—greatly simplifies the process
of capturing and archiving messages for compliance and
eDiscovery. By working with your existing email archive,
Merge1 helps you avoid:
• Burdensome migration of your existing data to a

• Financial: SEC, FINRA, CFTC, SOX, MiFID II
• Pharma & Healthcare: FDA, HIPAA, FDCA, ARRA
• Governmental: FOIA, FISMA
• Energy & Utilities: FERC, DOE, NERC, State Regulations
• International / Commercial: FTC, GDPR

third party data store.
• The hassle of running two archives in parallel.
• Spending money on expensive, recurring monthly fees.

The ideal combination of power and simplicity:
• Archive agnostic

70%
of workforce communication
takes place over non-email
sources.

• Fully customizable
• On-prem or cloud
• Easy to set up and deploy

Supported Content Types*
Collaboration

• Cipher Cloud
• Crowd Compass
• Jabber
• Jive
• Microsoft Teams
• Twitter
• Yammer
• RingCentral
• SharePoint
• Skype for Business
• Slack
• Webex Teams
• Workplace from Facebook
• YouTube
• Zoom Meetings

Document Collaboration
• Amazon S3
• Box
• Citrix ShareFile
• Dropbox
• Google Drive
• OneDrive for Business

Financial Platforms
• Bloomberg Mail, Chat & IM
• Eikon Messenger / Reuters
• FX Connect
• IceChat
• Redtail Speak
• Symphony
• UBS
• Yieldbroker

Mobile Messaging
• BlackBerry

Other

• Custom data formats
• EML files
• SQL databases
• XML/XSLT

Enterprise Tools
• Pivot
• ServiceNow

* Don’t see your content type listed? Merge1
is fully customizable and can be adapted to
support any content (including text delimited,
XSLT/XML and DB formats). Ask us how.

About Veritas
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 80,000 customers—
including 87 percent of the Fortune Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify
data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates the protection and
orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical
applications, and provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data
regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a deployment model to fit any need, Veritas
Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud
platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com. Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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